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With Screen2Avi, you can record the entire screen or the specified area to video with the AVI format in seconds. The latter supports various window types such as: application, desktop, monitor, Internet Explorer, maximized and minimized. You can capture the screen at a regular interval, or for as long as you want. You can
also pause and resume the recording. You can add an overlay image, specify the background color and transparency. Screen2Avi also features a timer which you can use to capture the screen every x minutes, x hours, x days or on x date. Finally, you may enable the screen capture to a file at regular time intervals. With a

clean and visually appealing interface, Screen2Avi is definitely an excellent choice for recording screen activity and saving it with the AVI video format. Screen2Avi Screenshots: Screen2Avi Main Window: Screen2Avi Preview Window: Get Screen2Avi now! Screen2Avi is compatible with all of the following: Change the behavior
of the mouse to the right-click menu Change the behavior of the mouse to the right-click menu before you right click on the desktop Right-click menu is activated only when the mouse is on top of the desktop It's necessary to have at least one key as backspace Screen2Avi is an extremely easy-to-use video recording tool
Screen2Avi Features: Record full screen, window or a defined part of the screen to video with the AVI format in seconds Screen2Avi features the following functions: 1. Minimize to tray 2. Start/Pause/Stop recording 3. Customize the recording interval to be used at regular time intervals 4. Enable transparency on the image

(optional) 5. Record with the cursor (optional) 6. Set the recording time to x minutes, x hours, x days or x date 7. Enable the cursor to be recorded or left out of the recording 8. To include or exclude the cursor 9. To minimize to tray Record a window to AVI Screenshot and save it to file Record the entire screen Save the current
screen snapshot to file Capture the screen at regular time intervals Capture the screen with the defined position on the screen Capture the entire desktop or only the active window Capture only the selected area of the desktop or a window Increase the size of

Screen2Avi Free License Key Free

Record your desktop activity to a video file with the AVI format Capture screen activity to a video, with or without sound Capture your activities directly on your mouse cursor Setting options such as screen color, compression type, FPS, playback speed, capture type (capture whole screen or select an object on the screen)
Capture a custom area on the screen, when placing cursor over a border window Capture screen at a regular time interval Capture screen to file or to FTP server Split the screen in two sections: the recording area, with options for the capture type and position, and the area where you can insert comments, or captions Capture

window or object you selected on the screen Create screencasts and take snapshots Customize the colors of your recording Customize the window capture area Customize the screen capture area's position and size Record to a FTP server: it is possible to directly connect to a FTP server with its credentials. As a result, the
server will be opened in the FTP client. From there, you can upload the screencast to the server. Screen2Avi Serial Key is a simple-to-use tool for recording screen activity to a video with the AVI format. It features basic and advanced settings alike to meet the requirements of users from both categories. Rapid setup and simple

GUI Installing the program takes minimal time and effort. As far as the GUI is concerned, the main app window has a well-organized structure and it is split into multiple panels for configuring various settings. Configure recording options So, you can capture the full screen, predefined or custom window, specify the capture
position on the screen (e.g. top left, center, bottom right), as well as enable a background and customize the color. When it comes to audio and video settings, you can select the compression mode and frames per second, along with the sound device and input lines. Screen2Avi supports hotkeys for starting, pausing and

stopping the recording, as well as for toggling the background and taking snapshots. These can be remapped. In addition, you may include or exclude the cursor in the recording, enable transparency, and set the tool to capture the screen at a regular time interval, minimize to tray, as well as modify the default saving folders
for screencasts and screenshots. Settings may be restored to default. Evaluation and conclusion CPU and RAM consumption was low during Screen2Avi's runtime. It b7e8fdf5c8
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Fast, easy and highly configurable screen recording program that captures the screen at your desired time interval and saves in AVI format. Main features: - Captures full screen and predefined window - Saves high quality video with AVI format - Advanced settings - Camera option - Filter option - Hotkeys - Screen recording
progress window - Long time interval recording option - Snippet recording - Volume slider - Minimize to tray - Restore default values option ScreenSaver Free is a powerful personal screen saver creator for Windows. It allows users to create and customize their own screen saver with great ease. The software's user-friendly
interface makes you easily learn how to create your own screen saver with built-in features and built-in preloaded designs. Simply set the features and customize the settings to your screen saver as you desire! When you're done, you can preview and set the screen saver to function automatically whenever your system is on.
The source code of most screen savers can be found on the internet, and the author itself have freely shared such source codes on their website. However, sharing source code generally need to be tedious, and the user needs to go through the process of downloading and compiling each source file. ScreenSaver Free speeds
up the process by integrating such source code into the program. It can automatically download the source code as it finds it on the internet. And then the user is asked to select what screen saver they want to generate and customize it according to their own needs. When the customization is done, the user may preview their
screen saver and can set it to activate automatically whenever his or her system is on. ScreenSaver Free offers more functions than others, but you may pay a premium to access these features. ScreenSaver Free 2.0.68 ScreenSaver Free is a powerful personal screen saver creator for Windows. It allows users to create and
customize their own screen saver with great ease. The software's user-friendly interface makes you easily learn how to create your own screen saver with built-in features and built-in preloaded designs. Simply set the features and customize the settings to your screen saver as you desire! When you're done, you can preview
and set the screen saver to function automatically whenever your system is on. ScreenSaver Free allows users to combine screensavers with personal activities. You can have a screen saver that

What's New In Screen2Avi?

Screen2Avi is a simple-to-use tool for recording screen activity to a video with the AVI format. It features basic and advanced settings alike to meet the requirements of users from both categories. Rapid setup and simple GUI Installing the program takes minimal time and effort. As far as the GUI is concerned, the main app
window has a well-organized structure and it is split into multiple panels for configuring various settings. Configure recording options So, you can capture the full screen, predefined or custom window, specify the capture position on the screen (e.g. top left, center, bottom right), as well as enable a background and customize
the color. When it comes to audio and video settings, you can select the compression mode and frames per second, along with the sound device and input lines. Screen2Avi supports hotkeys for starting, pausing and stopping the recording, as well as for toggling the background and taking snapshots. These can be remapped.
In addition, you may include or exclude the cursor in the recording, enable transparency, and set the tool to capture the screen at a regular time interval, minimize to tray, as well as modify the default saving folders for screencasts and screenshots. Settings may be restored to default. Evaluation and conclusion CPU and RAM
consumption was low during Screen2Avi's runtime. It has a good response time and outputs quality video files. We have not come across any stability issues in our evaluation, since the app did not hang, crash or pop up error messages. All in all, it gets the job done and can be used by anyone. Premium version: More in this
category More information Click on any one of the designations below to open the browser of your choice and access or download the free software. Screen2Avi is a simple-to-use tool for recording screen activity to a video with the AVI format. It features basic and advanced settings alike to meet the requirements of users
from both categories. Rapid setup and simple GUI Installing the program takes minimal time and effort. As far as the GUI is concerned, the main app window has a well-organized structure and it is split into multiple panels for configuring various settings. Configure recording options So, you can capture the full screen,
predefined or custom window, specify the capture position on the screen (e.g. top left, center,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit operating system), Windows 8.1 (64-bit operating system), Windows 10 (64-bit operating system), Windows Server 2008 R2 (64-bit operating system) Processor: 2.4 GHz, 2.8 GHz, 3.2 GHz, 3.8 GHz or 4.0 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Minimum: 2 GB RAM (graphics device must support
DirectX 11) DirectX: Version 11 Recommended:
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